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Extended Bio 

Mark Linton is an independent software developer who has 

spent over 30 years building innovative systems and 
applications. He received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from 
UC Berkeley in 1983. As a professor at Stanford he led a 

number of research projects in computer systems, including 
the InterViews C++ user interface toolkit, which also 

contributed to follow-on work on object-oriented design 
patterns. Mark also continued development he started at 
Berkeley on Dbx, a groundbreaking source-level debugger 

that supported multiple machine architectures and source 
languages. 

As a Principal Scientist at Silicon Graphics, Mark designed and implemented a 
distributed objects IDL compiler and runtime for the one of the first interactive TV 
systems. He was also a key contributor at Vitria, a startup focused on integrating 

enterprise applications through publish-subscribe distributed communication, 
service orchestration for business processes, and real-time data analysis. 

Mark returned to the design and implementation of user interface software 
infrastructure as a co-founder of SketchWorks, pioneering the use of JavaScript and 
AJAX to synchronize server-based data with HTML-based interactive views of the 

data. He then joined VMware and led the development of the early virtual 
infrastructure management products, managing the server, user interface, and 

third-party integration components. Mark was also responsible for the web service 
architecture and APIs for third-party applications. After VMware, Mark co-founded 

another startup, Digital Support Technology, where he led the design and 
implementation of a web application that matched computer system configurations 
against known support problems to automate fixes for common issues. 

Mark’s thorough understanding of computer systems and broad experience enables 
him to contribute to all different levels of a software system, from kernels to 

compilers to user interfaces, and to different parts of the software development 
process, from architecture to coding to management. He particularly enjoys 
working in small teams to build innovative solutions to real problems. 


